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�� INTRODUCTION

Computer and communication systems are designed to meet a certain
speci�ed behavior� The procurement of metrics to establish how well
the system behaves� that is� how closely it follows the speci�ed behav�
ior� is the objective of quantitative analysis� Traditionally� performance
and dependability evaluation are used as separate approaches to pro�
vide quantitative �gures of system behavior� Performance evaluates
the quality of service� assuming that the system is failure�free�� De�
pendability focuses on determining deviation of the actual behavior
from the speci�ed behavior in the presence of component or subsystem
failures��

Beaudry� proposed the aggregated measure computation before
failure� while Meyer� proposed the term performability� which has been
used since then� Performability analysis aims to capture the interaction
between the failure�repair behavior and the performance delivered by
the system� Its results are fundamental to the analysis of real�time
system performance in the presence of failure��

Performability measures provide better insight into the behavior
of fault�tolerant systems� Basic metrics used to evaluate fault�tolerant
designs are reliability and availability� The conditional probability that
a system survives until some time t� given it is fully operational at
t � �� is called the reliability R�t	 of the system�� Reliability is used to
describe systems which are not allowed to fail
 in which the system is
serving a critical function and cannot be down� Note that components
or subsystems can fail so long as the system does not� The instanta�
neous availability A�t	 of a system is the probability that the system
is properly functioning at time t� Availability is typically used as a
basis for evaluating systems in which functionality can be delayed or
denied for short periods without serious consequences�� Reliability and
availability do not consider di�erent levels of system functionality�

Performability analysis of real systems with non�deterministic
components and�or environmental characteristics results in stochastic
modeling problems� Several techniques for solving them for transient
and steady�state measures have been proposed and later combined un�
der the framework of Markov reward models�� The traditional frame�
work allows the solution of stochastic problems enjoying the Markov
property the probability of any particular future behavior of the pro�
cess� when its current state is known exactly� is not altered by additional
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knowledge concerning its past behavior���� If the past history of the pro�
cess is completely summarized in the current state and is independent
of the current time� then the process is said to be �time�� homoge�
neous� Otherwise� the exact characterization of the present state needs
the associated time information� and the process is said to be non�
homogeneous� A wide range of real problems fall in the class of Markov
models �both homogeneous and non�homogeneous	� but problems in
performability analysis have been identi�ed that cannot be adequately
described in this traditional framework� The common characteristic
these problems share is that the Markov property is not valid �if valid
at all	 at all time instants� This category of problems is jointly re�
ferred to as non�Markovian models and can be analyzed using several
approaches

� Phase�type expansions � �	��� when the past history of the stochas�
tic process can be described by a discrete variable� an expanded
continuous�time homogeneous Markov chain can be used to cap�
ture the stochastic behavior of the original system�

� Supplementary variables � �� when the past history is described
by one or more continuous variables� the approach of the supple�
mentary variables can be applied and a set of ordinary or partial
di�erential equations can be de�ned together with boundary con�
ditions and analyzed�

� Embedded point�processes � ����� when the temporal behavior of
the system can be studied by means of some appropriately chosen
embedded epochs where the Markov property applies� Several
well�known classes of stochastic processes such as regenerative�
semi�Markov and Markov regenerative processes are based on the
concept of embedded points�

The object of this chapter is to present a theory based on the concept
of embedded point�processes that encompass semi�Markov and Markov
regenerative processes� This theory� named Markov renewal theory� is
reviewed in the �rst three sections of this chapter and later applied to
several non�Markovian performability models�

Our purpose is to provide an up�to�date treatment of the basic
analytic models to study non�Markovian systems by means of Markov
renewal theory and an accurate description of the solution algorithms�
In particular� we develop a general framework which allows us to deal
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with renewal processes and speci�cally with semi�Markov and Markov
regenerative processes� We hope that this chapter will serve as a refer�
ence for practicing engineers� researchers and students in performance
and reliability modeling� Other surveys on Markov renewal theory ap�
plied to reliability analysis have appeared in the literature������ but none
of them as complete or as didactic as the present one�

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows� Section � intro�
duces the basic terminology associated with the theory� including the
concepts and distinction between semi�Markov processes and Markov
regenerative processes� Section � presents basic solution techniques for
stochastic processes with embeddedMarkov renewal sequences� Markov
regenerative Petri nets� useful as a high�level description language of
these kind of stochastic models� are reviewed in Section � and employed
in the analyses of three examples presented in Section �� Examples are
selected to illustrate the methodology associated with semi�Markov and
Markov regenerative processes� Section � concludes the chapter�

�� MARKOV RENEWAL THEORY

Assume we wish to quantitatively study the behavior of a given non�
deterministic system� One possible solution would be to associate a
random variable Zt� taking values in a countable set F � to describe
the state of the system at any time instant t� The family of random
variables Zt constitutes a stochastic process Z � fZt
 t � R
 � ����	g�
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Figure � A sample realization of a renewal process�

Suppose we are interested in a single event related with the
system �e�g�� when system components fail	� Additionally� assume
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the times between successive occurrences of this type of event are
independent and identically distributed �iid	 random variables� Let
S	 � S� � S� � ��� be the time instants of successive events to oc�
cur �as shown in Figure �	� The sequence of non�negative iid random
variables� S � fSn � Sn��
n � N � ��� �����	g is a renewal process�
Otherwise� if we do not start observing the system at the exact moment
an event has occurred �i�e�� S	 �� �	 the stochastic process S is a delayed
renewal process�

Contexts in which renewal processes arise abound in applied
probability� For instance� the times between successive electrical im�
pulses or signals impinging on a recording device are often assumed to
form a renewal process� Another classical example of renewal process is
the item replacement problem explored in ���� where S��S	� S��S�� ���
represent the lifetimes of items �light bulbs� machines� etc�	 that are
successively placed in service immediately following the failure of the
previous one�

However� suppose instead of a single event� we observe that cer�
tain transitions between identi�able system states j of a subset E of F �
E � F � also resemble the behavior just described� when considered in
isolation� Successive times Sn at which a �xed state j� j � E� is entered
form a �possibly delayed	 renewal process� In the sample process real�
ization depicted in Figure � we see that the sequence of time instants
fS	� S�� ���g forms a renewal process� while fS�� S�� ���g and fS�� S�� ���g
form delayed renewal processes�

Additionally� when studying the system evolution we observe
that at these particular times the stochastic process Z exhibits the
Markov property� i�e�� at any given moment Sn� n � N � we can for�
get the past history of the process� In this scenario we are dealing
with a countable collection of renewal processes progressing simultane�
ously such that successive renewals form a discrete�time Markov chain
�DTMC	� The superposition of all the identi�ed renewal processes gives
the points fSn
n � Ng� known as Markov renewal moments�� and to�
gether with the states of the DTMC de�nes a Markov renewal se�
quence �MRS	�

In this section we review the de�nitions and some of the concepts
of Markov renewal theory� a collective name that includes MRS�s�

�Note that these instants Sn are not renewal moments as described in renewal
theory� since the distributions of the time interval between consecutive moments
are not necessarily iid	s
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Figure � A set of renewal processes progressing concurrently�

and two other important classes of stochastic processes with embedded
MRS�s� named semi�Markov processes �SMP�s	 and Markov regenera�
tive processes �MRGP�s	� Our ultimate aim is to study fZt
 t � R
g�
however� as a �rst step we need to study Markov renewal theory� Our
emphasis in this chapter is �how to� explore the possibilities of this
wealthy theory rather than its technical details �or �why� does it work	�

The de�nitions and terminology mentioned here were in�uenced
by ��� but the formalism comes from �Cinlar�����	 We strongly recom�
mend �Cinlar �	 and Kulkarni �� for a more detailed study of Markov
renewal theory� Classical references for the other classes of stochastic
processes mentioned in this chapter are renewal processes����������� and
regenerative processes�������� For the general theory of Markov chains
good references are �����	�

���� Historic Overview of Markov Renewal Theory

Semi�Markov processes were independently introduced by P� L�evy �����

and W�L� Smith �� in ����� Although Smith�s work was only pub�
lished in ����� its main results were announced in a talk given on
the author�s behalf by D�V� Lindley at the International Congress of
Mathematicians held in Amsterdam in September ����� At the same
congress L�evy announced his results concerning semi�Markovian pro�
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cesses� which were identical with the results given by Smith� Also at
the same time� L� Tak�acs �� introduced and applied the same type of
stochastic process to problems in counter theory� Semi�Markov pro�
cess is a generalization of both continuous and discrete time Markov
chains which permit arbitrary sojourn distribution functions� possibly
depending both on the current state and on the next state to be entered�

The term Markov renewal sequence is due to R� Pyke� who gave
an extensive treatment of many aspects of such processes in ���������	

Markov regenerative processes were introduced by R� Pyke and R�
Schaufele in ���� where they were called semi�Markov processes with
auxiliary paths��� Most of the theoretical foundations of Markov regen�
erative processes were laid out in the work of �Cinlar in ���� �	 under
the name of semi�regenerative processes� Later� Kulkarni �� suggested
the name Markov regenerative process that we use in this chapter�

���� Markov Renewal Sequence

De�ne� for each n � N � a random variable Xn taking values in a count�
able set E and a random variable Sn taking values in R
� such that
S	 � S� � S� � ���� assuming S	

�
� �� The bivariate stochastic pro�

cess �X�S	 � fXn� Sn
n � Ng is a Markov renewal sequence if it
satis�es

PrfXn
� � j� Sn
� � Sn � t j X	� ����Xn
S	� ���� Sng �

PrfXn
� � j� Sn
� � Sn � t j Xng

for all n � N � j � E� and t � R
� Thus �X�S� is a special case of
bivariate Markov process in which the increments S� � S	� S� � S�� ���
are all non�negative and are conditionally independent givenX	�X�� ����

We will always assume time�homogeneous MRS�s
 that is� the
conditional transition probabilities Ki�j�t	� where

Ki�j�t	
�
� PrfXn
� � j� Sn
� � Sn � t j Xn � ig

are independent of n for any i� j � E� t � R
� Therefore� we can always
write

Ki�j�t	 � PrfX� � j� S� � t j X	 � ig� �i� j � E� t � R
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The matrix of transition probabilitiesK�t	 � fKi�j�t	  i� j � E� t � R
g
is called the kernel of the MRS��

The stochastic sequence fXn
n � Ng keeps track of the succes�
sive states visited at Markov renewal moments and forms a discrete�
time Markov chain with state space E� The one�step transition proba�
bilities of this embedded Markov chain �EMC	 are

pi�j
�
� PrfXn
� � j j Xn � ig� �i� j � E

� lim
t��

Ki�j�t	

There are no restrictions regarding the structure of the EMC on
an MRS� There is no imposition that fXn
n � Ng should be irreducible
for instance� Therefore� we can start at time S	 in a state of E that
will not be reached again at any other Markov renewal moment in the
future evolution of the process�

Let the vector of initial probabilities of X	 be described by a �
�a	� a�� ���	 where �i	 ai

�
� PrfX	 � ig � ���i � E� and �ii	

P
i�E ai � ��

then we say that �X�S	 � fXn� Sn
n � Ng is an MRS completely
determined by �a�K�t		� Thus� the vector of initial probabilities a
and the kernel matrixK�t	 completely determine all �nite�dimensional
distributions of the Markov renewal sequence���

EmbeddedMRS�s can be identi�ed associated with semi�Markov
and Markov regenerative processes� Hence� we now proceed with a
study of such processes�

���� Semi�Markov Processes

Given an MRS �X�S	 with state space E and kernel K�t	� we can
introduce the counting process

N�t	
�
� supfn  Sn � tg� �t � R


to count the number of Markov renewal moments up to time t� but not
considering the one at zero� Using the counting process just de�ned�
we introduce the process Y � fYt
 t � R
g de�ned by

�Note that Ki�j�t� is a possibly defective distribution function� so that
limt��Ki�j�t� � �
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Yt
�
� XN�t�

� Xn� if Sn � t � Sn
�

for all t � R
� called semi�Markov process �SMP	 determined by

�a�K�t		� An SMP �for a sample realization see Figure �	 is a stochastic
process which moves from one state to another within a countable num�
ber of states with the successive states visited forming a discrete�time
Markov chain� and that the time required for each successive move is
a random variable whose distribution function may depend on the two
states between which the move is being made� The nomenclature �semi�
Markov� comes from the somewhat limited Markov property which Y
has the future of Y is independent of its past provided the present
is a Markov renewal moment��	 Note that since we consider S	

�
� ��

then the initial condition Y	 � i always means that the SMP has just
entered state i at the time origin� Like MRS�s� an SMP is speci�ed by
its vector of initial probabilities a and the kernel matrix K�t	�

0
S = 0 S S S3S1 2 S4 5

time

k

i

j

Y

Figure � A sample realization of a semi�Markov process�

From the SMP de�nition it should be observed that the process
only changes state �possibly back to the same state as shown in Figure
�	 at the Markov renewal moments Sn� The possibility of transitions
not resulting in real state changes can be easily veri�ed by inspect�
ing the kernel matrix K�t	 for non�zero elements on its main diago�
nal� It follows that� the matrix K�t	 associated with a particular SMP
�as well as to an MRS	 is not necessarily unique� There are SMP�s
�as well as MRS�s	 which can be described by more than one matrix
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K�t	� A unique kernel matrix can always be de�ned by its minimal
representation� in which all Markov renewal moments represent �real	
state transitions� For instance� the minimal representation of the SMP
depicted in Figure � would prevent Markov renewal moment S� and�
consequently� the time interval between consecutive Markov renewal
moments would always represent the sojourn time in each of the EMC
states� The derivation of the minimal representation of K�t	 is intro�
duced and explored in ���

SMP�s represent su�ciently general and constructive mathemat�
ical models of complex multicomponent systems� whose states are ran�
domly changed by extreme conditions�� The only essential restriction
is the semi�Markov property� that can be interpreted from two di�erent
perspectives �actually used to simulate the behavior of SMP�s	

� The sequence of system states at times of changes must be de�
scribed by a homogeneous DTMC� and times to the next Markov
renewal moment only depend on the current state and next state
of the system�

� The times to the next Markov renewal moment only depend on
the current state� and the selection of the destination state only
depend on the current one and the time when the state transition
happens�

In the subsequent derivations of this paper we consider an ex�
tension of SMPs obtained by attaching reward rates �ri	 to their states
�i � E	� Having introduced these new variables� we can then compute
the reward accumulated byY over any interval ��� t	� The accumulated
reward B�t	 is de�ned by the following integral

B�t	 �
Z t

	
rY ���d�

Several important measures of Y can be de�ned by this extension �such
as the cummulative time Y spends in a subset of states� etc	� These
measures are refered to as reward measures of the SMP� and can be
characterized by �a�K�t	� r	� where r is the vector of the reward rates�
Details on this and other analytical results associated with the reward
concept can be found in ��������

�We call these conditions extreme because we assume that after the condition
appears �or is detected� the system state will change instantaneously
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���� Markov Regenerative Processes

A stochastic process Z � fZt
 t � R
g with state space F is called
regenerative if there exist time points at which the process probabilisti�
cally restarts itself� Such random times when the future of Z becomes
a probabilistic replica of itself are named times of regeneration for Z�
This concept may be weakened by letting the future after a time of
regeneration depend also on the state of an MRS at that time� We
then say that Z is a Markov regenerative process�

MRGP�s are stochastic processes fZt
 t � R
g that exhibit em�
bedded MRS�s �X�S� with the additional property that all conditional
�nite distributions of fZt
Sn 
 t � R
g given fZu
 � � u � Sn�Xn � ig
are the same as those of fZt� t � R
g given X	 � i��� As a special case�
the de�nition implies that

PrfZt
Sn � j j Zu� � � u � Sn�Xn � ig � PrfZt � j j X	 � ig

It also implies that the future of the process fZt
 t � R
g from
t � Sn onwards depends on the past fZu� � � u � Sng only throughXn�
Observe� that in the regenerative process this future from Sn onwards
was completely independent of the past�

0
S = 0 S S S3S1 2 S4 5

time

k

i

j

Z

l

Figure � A sample realization of a Markov regenerative process�

In contrast to SMP�s� state changes �possibly to states outside
E	 are allowed between two consecutive Markov renewal moments �see
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Figure �	 in MRGP�s� It is possible for the system to return to states
in E without these moments constituting Markov renewal moments�
For example� suppose we start observing the system when it has just
entered a state j� as shown in Figure �� At that particular instant
the Markov property is applicable since there is no past history of the
process� but because of system characteristics� we know this property
will no longer be valid for that state after the �rst state transition �not
necessarily to a state in E	� This situation could be understood if we
consider that although state j being part of the EMC X� it does not
communicate with other states of X and� hence� the Markov chain X
is reducible� Although others states of X are �possibly	 accessible from
state i� this state cannot be accessed from any other state of X�

The structural complexity of an MRGP depends on two main
constituents

� the stochastic process between two consecutive Markov renewal
moments


� the cause of the occurrence of a Markov renewal moment�

The stochastic process between the consecutive Markov renewal
moments� usually refered to as subordinated process� can be any continuous�
time discrete�state stochastic process over the same probability space�
Recently published examples considered subordinated CTMC�s ������
SMP�s ������ MRGP�s ��� or a more general stochastic reward process�

The occurrence of a Markov renewal moment can be caused by

� the expiration of a random delay

	 independent of the subordinated process


	 some preceeding state transition of the subordinated process
results in a new Markov reneval moment


� an acummulated reward measure of the subordinated process
reaches a random barrier�

	 independent of the path of the subordinated process


�While the preemption policy of the reward process �preemptive repeat with re�

sampling� can be considered by means of one of the rst reason as well� other
preemption policies �preemptive resume �� or preemptive repeat without resampling
��� can result in a more complex situation which falls only into reason �
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	 some preceeding state transitions of the subordinated pro�
cess results in new Markov reneval monent


� other more complex reasony�

The subclass of MRGP�s with subordinated SMP�s �or CTMC�s	
and with Markov renewal moments caused by one of the �rst two rea�
sons is considered in ������

�� PROBLEM SOLVING USING MARKOV RENEWAL
THEORY

Let Z � fZt
 t � R
g be an MRGP with state space F � whose embed�
ded MRS is �X�S	 � fXn� Sn
n � Ng with kernel matrix K�t	 over a
countable state space E� a subset of F �i�e�� E � F	� For such a process
we can de�ne a matrix of conditional transition probabilities as

Vi�j�t	
�
� PrfZt � j j Z	 � ig� �i � E��j � F ��t � R


In many practical problems involving Markov renewal processes�
our primary concern is �nding ways to e�ectively compute Vi�j�t	 since
several measures of interest �e�g�� reliability and availability	 are related
to the conditional transition probabilities of the stochastic process�

In this section we review some of the main techniques to deter�
mine transition probabilities� The underlying process discussed is an
MRGP�

���� Markov Renewal Equation

At any instant t� the conditional transition probabilities Vi�j�t	 of Z can
be computed as�	���

Vi�j�t	 � PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig� PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig

� PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig�X
k�E

Z t

u	
PrfZt�u � j j Z	 � kgd�PrfZu � k� S� � ug	

� PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig�
X
k�E

Z t

	
Vk�j�t� u	dKi�k�u	

yThis last reason results in the wides class of MRGPs� but we believe that the ma�
jority of the practically interesting cases are captured by one of the former reasons
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� PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig�
X
k�E

Z t

	
dKi�k�u	Vk�j�t� u	

for all i � E� j � F � and t � R
� If we de�ne matrix E�t	 by

Ei�j�t	
�
� PrfZt � j� S� � t j Z	 � ig� �i � E��j � F ��t � R


then� the set of integral equations Vi�j�t	 de�nes a Markov renewal
equation� and can be expressed in matrix form as

V�t	 � E�t	 �
Z t

	
dK�u	V�t� u	

where the Lebesgue�Stieltjes integral� is taken term by term�
To better distinguish the roles of matrices E�t	 and K�t	 in

the description of the MRGP� we use the following terminology when
referring to them

� We call matrix E�t	 the local kernel of the MRGP� since it
describes the state probabilities of the process during the interval
between successive Markov renewal moments�

� Since matrixK�t	 describes the evolution of the process from the
Markov renewal moment perspective� without describing what
happens in between these moments we call it the global kernel
of the MRGP�

The Markov renewal equation represents a set of coupledVolterra
integral equations of the second kind �� and in general are hard to solve
in time�domain� The research for e�etive numerical solution methods
of this equation has only started recently� We believe that the best
numerical approach should be based on speci�c features of MRGP�s
which are not necessarily captured by the kernel matrices K�t	 and
E�t	� However� methods based on the kernel matrices are the most
general so far� and will be the ones exposed in this chapter�

To summarize� solving problems using Markov renewal theory
is a two step process

�
R t
� dK�u�V �t� u� �

R t
� k�u�V �t� u�du when K�t� possesses a density function

k�t� � dK�t�
dt



�Actually� this terminology will be adopted even when discussing issues related

with SMP	s for consistency in our presentation
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� First� we need to construct both kernel matrices K�t	 and E�t	y�

� We then solve the set of Volterra integral equations for the con�
ditional transition probabilities Vi�j�t	 or for some measure of in�
terest�

���� Synthesis of the Kernel Matrices

The construction of kernel matrices can proceed by reasoning from par�
ticular facts to a general conclusion �inductive approach	 or reasoning
from the general to the speci�c �deductive approach	� The inductive
approach starts from the analysis of possible state transitions and re�
lies only on basic probability theory to construct both kernel matrices�
Conversely� the deductive approach applies general techniques to solve
for a particular case� It is hard compare� in general� the two alternative
approaches for a particular problem under consideration� Only expe�
rience can help in selecting the most suitable technique� Hence� we
illustrate both approaches �whenever possible	 in the examples in this
chapter without discussing their particular merits�

The inductive approach does not have any general formulation�
Its application varies from case to case� though the contructive process
of the matrices follows approximately a regular pattern� We illustrate
this logical pattern step�by�step along the solution of the examples
presented in the end of this chapter� Our main interest in this section
is to explore the deductive approach because of its algorithmic nature�

The deductive approach provides a closed form expression in
transform domain for the elements of matrices E�t	 and K�t	 based
on the kernels of the subordinated processes� Due to the generality of
this approach it provides a robust and widely applicable procedure to
construct the kernel matrices� and that is why we use it in the analysis
of subsequent examples as a deductive method with comparison of the
inductive one�

Since the �rst reason of the occurrence of Markov renewal mo�
ments can be considered as the special case of the second reason a uni�
�ed approach was introduced in �� to analyze the subclass of MRGPs
characterized by the �rst two reasons� Three matrix functions Fi�t� w	�
Di�t� w	 and Pi�t� w	 �where t denotes the time� w denotes the barrier
level� and the superscript i refers to the initial �regeneration	 state of

yFor the case of SMP	s� only the global kernel matrix K�t� is necessary
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the subordinated process	 were introduced to quantify the di�erent oc�
casions of the completion of the regeneration period and the internal
state probabilities with a �xed barrier height� Fi�t� w	 refers to the case
when the next regeneration moment is because of the accumulated re�
ward measure reached the �xed value w of the barrier� For the analysis
of this case an additional matrix �
i referred to as branching prob�
ability matrix	 is introduced� as well� to describe the state transition
subsequent to the regeneration moment� Di�t� w	 captures the case
when the next regeneration moment is caused by one of the concluding
state transitions of the subordinated process� And Pi�t� w	 describes
the state transition probabilities inside the regeneration period�

Based on the kernel of the subordinated SMP �Qi�t	 � fQi
k���t	g	

these functions can be evaluated by the following equations ���

F i��
k�� �s� v	 � �k��

rk �� �Qi�
k �s� vrk	�

s� vrk
�X

u�R

Qi�
k�u�s� vrk	F

i��
u�� �s� v	 ��	

Di��
k�� �s� v	 �

�

v
Qi�

k�l�s� vrk	 �
X
u�R

Qi�
k�u�s� vrk	D

i��
u�� �s� v	

P i��
k�� �s� v	 � �k��

s ���Qi�
k �s� vrk	�

v�s� vrk	
�

X
u�R

Qi�
k�u�s� vrk	P

i��
u�� �s� v	 ��	

where Qi
k�t	 �

P
�Q

i
k���t	
 s is the time variable and v is the barrier

level variable in transform domain
 rk is the reward rate associated to
state k
 R is the part of the state space from which an exit results in a
new regeneration moment
 and the superscript 	 �
	 refers to Laplace�
Stieltjes �Laplace	 transformation�

Given that Gg�w	 is the cumulative distribution function of the
random barrier height to reach the next regenerative moment� the el�
ements of the i�th row of matrices K�t	 and E�t	 can be expressed as
follows� as a function of the matrices Pi�t� w	� Fi�t� w	 and Di�t� w	

�This subsection summarizes the results only for the cases when the cummulative
or reward measure is accumulated according to prd and prs models� for pri models
we refer to ��
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Ki�j�t	 �
Z �

	

�
�X
k�Ri

F i
i�k�t� w	�

i
k�j �Di

i�j�t� w	

�
�dGg�w	 ��	

Ei�j�t	 �
Z �

	
P i
i�j�t� w	dGg�w	 ��	

���� Solution Techniques of Markov Renewal Equations

We can classify the existent solution methods in two categories

� time domain methods
��

� Laplace�Stieltjes domain method������

One possible time domain solution is based on a discretization
approach to numerically evaluate the integrals presented in the Markov
renewal equation� The integrals are solved using some approximation
rule such as trapezoidal rule� Simpson�s rule or other higher order meth�
ods

V�tn	 � E�tn	 �
nX

i	

aiK
��ti	V�tn � ti	

where K��ti	 denotes the derivative dK�x�
dx

evaluated at point ti �� In
these equations h is the discretization step and it is assumed constant�
and the coe�cients ai depend on the integration technique used� For
example� when the trapezoidal rule is used a	 � an � h

�
and ai � h� i �

�� �� � � � � n � �� Hence� at any given time t � tn � nh� a linear system
of the form

�I� a	K
���	�V�tn	 � E�tn	 �

nX
i�

aiK
��ti	V�tn � ti	

needs to be solved� Note that if a	K���	 is a diagonal matrix then the
method is explicit� otherwise it is implicit�

A potential problem with this approach is that the right�hand
side of the above equation can in general be expensive to compute�
Nevertheless� there exist cases where the generalized Markov renewal

�When the derivative of matrix K�t� is di�cult to obtain Equation can be ap�
proximated as� V�tn� � E�tn� �

Pn

i���K
��ti� �K

��ti����V�tn � ti�
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equation has a simple form and the time�domain solution can be carried
out�

Another time domain alternative is to construct a system of par�
tial di�erential equations �PDEs	� using the method of supplementary
variables��� This method has been considered for steady�state analysis
in �� and subsequently extended to the transient case in ��� Up to now�
this method has been elaborated only for the cases when the occurrence
of a new Markov renewal moment is due to one of the �rst two causes
discussed in the previous section�

An alternative to the direct solution of the Markov renewal equa�
tion in time�domain is the use of transform methods� In particular� if we
de�ne E��s	 �

R�
	 e�stdE�t	 and V��s	 �

R�
	 e�stdV�t	� the Markov

renewal equation becomes

V��s	 � E��s	 �K��s	V��s	

� �I�K��s	���E��s	

After solving the linear system for V��s	� transform inversion is
required� In very simple cases� a closed�form inversion might be possible
but in most cases of interest� numerical inversion will be necessary�
The transform inversion however can encounter numerical di�culties
especially if V��s	 has poles in the positive half of the complex plane�

�� MARKOV REGENERATIVE STOCHASTIC PETRI
NETS

Stochastic Petri nets of various types �SPN �	� GSPN ��� ESPN ���
DSPN ��� etc�	 have been proposed as model description languages
for analyzing the performance and reliability of systems� The analyti�
cal�numerical solution of such models proceeds by utilizing mathemati�
cal engines based upon the underlying stochastic processes of each Petri
net class � CTMC for SPN�s and GSPN�s� SMP for a subset of ESPN�s
and MRGP for DSPN�s� In this chapter� we use the class of stochas�
tic Petri net named MRSPN to describe and help solve the sample
problems explored in the next section�

Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Nets �MRSPN�s	
were introduced in �� to overcome limitations on modeling power �no�
tably allowing the solution of non�markovian models	 of existing analyt�
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ical tools� MRSPNs allow transitions with zero �ring times� exponen�
tially distributed or generaly distributed �ring times� The underlying
stochastic process of an MRSPN is an MRGP� and it was proved in ��

that MRSPN�s constitutes a true generalization of all the above classes�
With a restriction that at most one generally distributed timed transi�
tion is enabled in each marking� the transient and steady state analysis
of MRSPN�s can be carried out analytically�numerically rather than by
discrete�event simulation� We now present some of the basic concepts
concerning MRSPN�s� but to do that we review some of the classical
terminology of Petri nets�

A Petri net �PN	 ����� is de�ned by a set of places �drawn as
circles	� a set of transitions �drawn as bars	� and a set of directed arcs�
which connect transitions to places or places to transitions� Places may
contain tokens� The state of the Petri net� called marking� is de�ned
by a vector enumerating the number of tokens in each place�

The states of a PN can be used to represent various entities
associated with a system � for example� the number of functioning re�
sources of each type� the number of tasks of each type waiting at a
resource� the allocations of resources to tasks� and states of recovery
for each failed resource� Transitions represent the changes of states due
to the ocurrences of simple or compound events such as the failure of
one or more resources� the completion of executing tasks� or the arrival
of jobs�

A place is an input to a transition if an arc exists from the place
to the transition� If an arc exists from the a transition to a place� it
is an output place of the transition� A transition is enabled when each
of its input places contains at least one token� Enabled transitions
can �re� by removing one token from each of input place and placing
one token in each output place� Thus� the �ring of a transition may
cause a change of state �producing a di�erent marking	 of the PN� The
reachability set is the set of markings that are reachable from a given
initial marking� The reachability set together with arcs joining the
marking indicating the transition that cause the change in marking is
called the reachability graph of the net�

After the original conception� some extensions of PNs were pro�
posed� Inhibitor arcs were introduced to increase the fundamental mod�
eling or decision power of ordinary Petri nets� An inhibitor arc from
a place to a transition has a circle rather than an arrowhead at the
transition� The �ring rule for the transition is changed such that the
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transition is disabled if there is at least one token present in the corre�
sponding inhibiting input place�

In stochastic Petri nets� a random �ring time elapses after a
transition is enabled until it �res� Transitions which have nonzero �ring
times are called timed transitions and transitions with zero �ring times
are called immediate transitions� In MRSPN a timed transition can �res
according to an exponential or any other general distribution function�
Immediate transitions have priority to �re over timed transitions�

The markings of a stochastic Petri net can be classi�ed into
vanishing markings and tangible markings� In a vanishing marking at
least one immediate transition is enabled and in a tangible marking
no immediate transition is enabled� For stochastic Petri nets classes
that avoid immediate transitions the analysis of the embedded stochas�
tic process can start directly from the reachability graph� For instance�
the reachability graph of an SPN can be mapped directly into a Markov
chain �	 and then solved for transient and steady�state measures� How�
ever� before analysing the underlying stochastic process of an MRSPN
we have an extra step after obtaining the reachability graph� The re�
duced reachability graph is obtained from the reachability graph
by merging the vanishing markings into their successor tangible mark�
ings according some rules��� After constructing the reduced reachability
graph we can start the analysis of the underlying stochastic process�
which is going to be explored in the next section together with the
developed examples�

�� PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS APPLYING
MARKOV RENEWAL THEORY

The use of Markov renewal theory for performability evaluation will be
shown by its application to three examples of computer system archi�
tectures

� series system with repair


� parallel system with single� shared repair facility
 and

� warm standby system with single� shared repair facility�

We start this section by describing each of the sample cases� fol�
lowed by the identi�cation of underlying stochastic processes� and con�
cluding with the construction of kernel matrices using both approaches
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discussed �whenever applicable	� Finally� the section is closed with the
numerical solution of the resulting Markov renewal equations for mea�
sures of interest� Our emphasis in this chapter is on synthesis of the
kernel matrices rather than on solution of the Volterra equations�

���� Series System with Repair

Consider a series system composed of two machines a and b with con�
stant failures rates �a and �b� Upon failure of either machine� the
system fails and is repaired with general repair�time distribution func�
tions Ga�t	 and Gb�t	� We assume that machines cannot fail while the
system is down� and that failure of one machine does not a�ect the
operational status of the other�

1,1,0,0

0,1,1,0 1,0,0,1

1 1

ar rb

f bf a

f a f b

rbar

ar f a f b rb
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2: 3:
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(b)

(c)

12 3

(a)

P

PP3

2

4

Figure � �a	 Petri net of series system� �b	 Reachability graph� �c	
State transition diagram�

The overall behavior of the system can be easily understood
from the MRSPN illustrated in Figure ��a	� Machine a is working
whenever there is a token in place P�� Transition fa� �ring according
to an exponential distribution with parameter �a� represents the failure
process of machine a� When machine a fails� a token is deposited in
place P� and repair is immediately started� Transition ra with a gen�
erally distributed �ring function Ga�t	 represents the random duration
of the repair procedure� A symmetrical set of places and transitions
describes the behavior of machine b� The system has failed whenever
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a token is deposited in places P� or P�� The two inhibitor arcs impose
the restriction that no machine can fail while the system is undergoing
repairs�

The reachability graph corresponding to the Petri net is shown
in Figure ��b	� Each marking in the graph is a ��tuple counting the
number of tokens in places P� to P�� Figure ��b	 also corresponds to the
reduced reachability graph for the system since there are no vanishing
markings� In the graph� solid arcs represent transitions �ring according
to exponential distribution functions� while dotted arcs denote state
transitions �ring according to general distributions�

Let a random variable Yt be de�ned according to the operational
condition of the system at any instant� i�e��

Yt �

���
��

� if the system is working at time t
� if machine a is being repaired at time t
� if machine b is being repaired at time t

Note that possible values of Yt are the labels corresponding
markings in Figure ��b	� We are interested in computing performability
measures associated with the system� To do so� we need to determine
the conditional transition probabilities Vi�j�t	 of fYt
 t � R
g�

We start the solution procedure with the identi�cation of the
type of stochastic process underlying the system behavior� From the
reachability graph we can conclude that all state transitions correspond
to Markov renewal moments S � fSn
n � Ng� and� consequently�
markings labeled �� �� and �� de�ne the embedded Markov chain X �
fXn
n � Ng� such that Xn is the state of the system at time Sn� �i�e��
Xn � YS

n�
	�

If we assume that at the time origin the system has just entered
a new state �i�e�� S	 � �	 then the bi�variate stochastic process �X�S� is
an MRS� and consequently fYt
 t � R
g is an SMP� since whenever the
system changes state we identify a Markov renewal moment� Having
identi�ed Yt� we prepare for its solution by constructing the kernel
matrices K�t	 and E�t	� Note that since we are dealing with an SMP
the construction of E�t	 is immediate once K�t	 is determined�

An additional step adopted before starting the construction of
the kernel matrices was the construction of a simpli�ed state transition
diagram� Figure ��c	 shows a simpli�ed version of the �reduced	 reach�
ability graph where the markings were replaced by the corresponding
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state indices� We preserved the convention for the arcs and extended
the notation by representing states of the EMC by circles� and �even�
tually	 others states by squares�

The only non�null elements in matrix K�t	 correspond to the
possible transitions in a single step� Consequently� we have the follow�
ing structure of the matrix

K�t	 �

�
�� � K����t	 K����t	
K����t	 � �
K����t	 � �

�
	�

The elements of the matrix can be constructed by induction
from Figure ��c	

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfthe system fail up to time t and machine

a is the causeg

�
�a

�a � �b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfthe system fail up to time t and machine

b is the causeg

�
�b

�a � �b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfrepair of machine a has completed by time tg

� Ga�t	

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfrepair of machine b has completed by time tg

� Gb�t	

The procedure to construct K����t	 and K����t	 deserves some
further explanation� Since the reasoning is similar for both elements�
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we only detail the determination of K����t	� Let the random variables
La and Lb be the respective time�to�failure of the two machines� we can
compute K����t	 in the following way

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfthe system fail up to time t and machine a

is the causeg

� PrfLa � t � Lb � Lag

�
Z t

	

h
��



�� e��b�

�i
d
n
�� e��a�

o

�
Z t

	
e��b��ae

��a�d�

�
�a

�a � �b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i

We can then write the global kernel matrix as

K�t	 �

�
���

� �a
�a
�b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i
�b

�a
�b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i
Ga�t	 � �
Gb�t	 � �

�
		�

We construct the local kernel matrix E�t	 following a similar
inductive procedure� In this case we are looking for the probability that
the system will remain in a given state up to the next Markov renewal
moment� This happens since fYt
 t � R
g is an SMP� and there are
no non�null elements in the main diagonal of matrix K�t	� Therefore�
elements of E�t	 are the complementary sojourn distribution functions
in each state

E�t	 �

�
�� e���a
�b�t � �

� � �Ga�t	 �
� � ��Gb�t	

�
	�

We can always verify our answers by summing the elements in
each row of both kernel matrices� Corresponding row�sums of the two
matrices must add to unity� condition that is easily veri�ed to hold in
the example� Having completed the construction of the kernel matrices�
we can solve a Markov renewal equation for the transient distribution
of Yt�
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���� Parallel System with Single Repair Facility

Two machines �a and b	 are working in a parallel con�guration sharing
a single repair facility working on an FCFS schedule� As in the previous
case� we assume that both machines have exponential lifetime distri�
butions with parameters �a and �b respectively� Whenever one of the
machines fails it goes immediately to repair� unless the other machine
is still undergoing repair� When the repair facility is busy and a second
failure occurs� the second machine to fail waits in a repair queue until
the �rst machine is put back into service�
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Figure � �a	 Petri net of parallel system� �b	 Reachability graph� �c	
State transition diagram�

The procedure described in the last section can be repeated
to solve this case� Figure ��a	 presents an appropriate MRSPN to
describe the system behavior� and the corresponding reachability graph
is reproduced in Figure ��b	� We observe in Figure ��a	 the same type
of symmetry present in the series system� A token in place P� represents
the availability of the single repair facility� Other extra places �P� and
P�	 have been added to model the capture of the repair facility by the
�rst machine to fail� We associate immediate transitions �ia and ib	 to
model the capture of the repair facility since we assume that starting
a repair takes no time �if the facility is available	� All the other places
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and transitions preserve the same semantics as in the series system�
Markings in Figure ��b	 are ��tuples due to the addition of the

three extra places� Another distinction from the previous system is that
vanishing markings �enclosed by dashed ellipses in the diagram	 also
occur in the reachability graph� These markings are eliminated when
the reduced reachability graph is constructed �not shown	� and based
on the reduced version we constructed the state transition diagram of
Figure ��c	�

De�ne the stochastic process Z � fZt
 t � R
g to represent the
system state at any instant� where

Zt �

�����������������
����������������

� if both machines are working at time t
� if machine a is under repair while machine b is

working at time t
� if machine b is under repair while machine a is

working at time t
� if machine a is under repair while machine b is

waiting for repair at time t
� if machine b is under repair while machine a is

waiting for repair at time t

Analysis of the resultant �reduced	 reachability graph shows that
Z is an MRGP with an embedded Markov chain de�ned by the states
�� �� and �� We can observe that transitions to states � and � do
not correspond to Markov renewal moments because they occur while
timed transitions �ring according non�exponential distributions are en�
abled� Furthermore� states � and � do not belong to the state space of
the DTMC embedded in the process �EMC	� therefore they are repre�
sented by squares in the state transition diagram to show this particular
condition�

What makes this example particularly interesting is the fact
that it allows us to demonstrate both techniques for the synthesis of
the kernel matrices the inductive and the deductive�

	�
��� Inductive approach� Once identi�ed as an MRGP� to �nd the
distribution of Z we need to construct the kernel matrices� Starting
with matrix K�t	� we can identify its structure directly from Figure
��c	
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K�t	 �

�
��

� K����t	 K����t	
K����t	 � K����t	
K����t	 K����t	 �

�
	�

The elementsK����t	 and K����t	 are computed in a similar pro�
cedure as the correspondent elements in the series system case� Ad�
ditionaly� since determination of elements K����t	 and K����t	 is quite
alike� so we will only show the procedure to construct K����t	� The
third row is completelly symmetrical to the second� so it can be easily
undestood once K����t	 is understood�

We need some auxiliary variables to help in the explanation
of the construction process of K����t	� Hence� we de�ne the random
variables Ra and Rb to represent times necessary to repair machine a
and b� The distribution function of Ra �Rb	 is Ga �Gb	� Using this new
variables we can compute K����t	

K����t	 � PrfX� � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfrepair of a is finished up to time t and b

has not failed during the repair of ag

� PrfRa � t � Lb � Rag

�
Z t

	
PrfLb � �gdGa�� 	

�
Z t

	

h
� �



� � e��b�

�i
dGa�� 	

�
Z t

	
e��b�dGa�� 	

The global kernel matrix inducted K�t	 is

�
����

� �a
�a
�b

h
�� e���a
�b�t

i
�b

�a
�b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i
R t
	 e

��b�dGa�� 	 �
R t
	



�� e��b�

�
dGa�� 	R t

	 e
��a�dGb�� 	

R t
	



�� e��a�

�
dGb�� 	 �

�
			�

Note that the global matrix is �and always is going to be	 a
square matrix� In this case with dimensions ��� since we have � states
in the embedded Markov chain� However� the local kernel matrix not
necessary is a square matrix� since the cardinality of the state space of
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Z can be larger than the cardinality of the state space of the embedded
Markov chain� This can be seen� for instance� in this system since
the embedded Markov chain has only � states while the system has �
possible states�

The construction of the local kernel matrix for an MRGP re�
quires a more elaborate thinking process than for an SMP� This hap�
pens because� as explained� an MRGP can change states between two
consecutive Markov renewal moments� and we need to capture these
changes through the E matrix� Careful analysis of Figure ��c	 reveals
the structure of the local kernel matrix

E�t	 �

�
�� E����t	 � � � �

� E����t	 � E����t	 �
� � E����t	 � E����t	

�
	�

E��� should be similar to the series systems� since the system
can only go from state � to the other two states of the EMC exactly as
in the previous case� The di�culty comes with the induction of E����t	
and E����t	 �complement of E����t		� Once we solve for these� we have
the solution for the remaining components of the matrix due to the
symetry of the problem� Therefore� we explain the induction process
that leads to E����t	

E����t	 � PrfZt � �� S� � t j X	 � �g

� Prfrepair of a is not finished up to time t and b

has not failed until tg

� Prfrepair of a is not finished up to time tg 

Prfb has not failed until tg

� ���Ga�t	�e
��bt

We can now express the local kernel matrix as

E�t	 �
h
E��t	 E��t	

i

where
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E��t	 �

�
�� e���a
�b�t � �

� e��btGc
a�t	 �

� � e��atGc
b�t	

�
	�

E��t	 �

�
���

� �

�� e��bt

�
Gc

a�t	 �

�


�� e��at

�
Gc

b�t	

�
		�

Gc
a�t	 � ��Ga�t	

Gc
b�t	 � ��Gb�t	

Both matrices can be veri�ed using the procedure described in
the end of the previous section� Once again� we verify that the answers
attained satisfy the necessary requirement�

	�
�
� Deductive approach� With reference to the above discussion
here we only evaluate the element of the kernel matrices related to
the regenerative period starting from state �� since there is no state
transition during the subordinated process starting form state �� and
the subordinated starting from state � is symmetrical to the studied
one�

The subordinated process starting from state � is a CTMC in�
deed� but to emphasize the generality of this approach we considered
it as a SMP over the reduced state space of the subordinated process
�i�e� state � � R and � � R	 with kernel Q�t	�

Q�t	 �

�
� � � e��bt

� �


and Q��s	 �

�
� �b

s
�b

� �



Since states � and � belongs to R� i�e� the next regeneration
can not be caused by a state transition out of R� the matrix function
D�t�w	 does not play role �i�e� Di�j�t� w	 � �� for i� j � E	 in this case�

�For notational convenience we neglect the superscript � refer to the initial re�
generation state in the subsequent derivations
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By applying equations ��	 and ��	 we have

�s� v	P��
�� �s� v	 � s�v � �bP

��
�� �s� v	

�s� v	P��
�� �s� v	 � ��bP

��
�� �s� v	 � �bP

��
�� �s� v	

�s� v	P��
�� �s� v	 � s�v

Since P��
�� �s� v	 � s�v

s
v
we have

P��
�� �s� v	 �

s�v

s� v � �b

P��
�� �s� v	 �

s�v

s� v � �b

�b
s� v

The same steps results

F��
�� �s� v	 �

�

s� v � �b

F��
�� �s� v	 �

�

s� v � �b

�b
s� v

In time domain the sum of a the ith row of F plus the sum of
a the ith row of D plus the sum of a the ith row of P has to equal
to one for all t and w� In this double Laplace�Stieltjes and Laplace
transform domain the same sum has to equal to ��v� which holds for
P��
�� �s� v	 � P��

�� �s� v	 � F��
�� �s� v	 � F��

�� �s� v	�
To implement equations ��	 and ��	 a symbolic inverse Laplace

transformation is necessary with respect to v� Whenever the subordi�
nated process is a CTMC with binary reward rates this step can be
performed symbolically���

The inverse Laplace transformation with respect to v results in

P�
���s�w	 �

s

s� �b
��� e��s
�b�w�
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P�
���s�w	 �

�b
s� �b

� e�sw �
s

s� �b
e��s
�b�w

F�
���s�w	 � e��s
�b�w

F�
���s�w	 � e�sw � e��s
�b�w

Hence by ��	 and ��	� the non�zero kernel elements are

E�
���s	 �

Z �

w	
P�
���s�w	dGa�w	

�
s

s � �b
���G�

a �s� �b	�

E�
���s	 �

Z �

w	
P�
���s�w	dGa�w	

�
�b

s � �b
�G�

a �s	 �
s

s� �b
G�

a �s� �b	

K�
���s	 �

Z �

w	
F�
���s�w	dGa�w	

� G�
a �s � �b	

K�
���s	 �

Z �

w	
F�
���s�w	dGa�w	

� G�
a �s	�G�

a �s� �b	

The Laplace transform of the relevant entries of E�t	 and K�t	
reached by the inductive method results in the same expressions� Fi�
nally the LST domain description of the kernel matrices are

K��s	 �

�
��

� �a
s
�a
�b

�b
s
�a
�b

G�
a �s� �b	 � G�

a �s	�G�
a �s� �b	

G�
b �s� �a	 G�

b �s	�G�
b �s� �a	 �

�
	�

E��s	 �
h
E�

��s	 E�
��s	

i
where
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E�
��s	 �

�
��

s
s
�a
�b

� �

� E�
���s	 �

� � s
s
�a

���G�
b �s� �a	�

�
	�

and

E�
��s	 �

�
��

� �
E�
���s	 �
� �a

s
�a
�G�

b �s	 �
s

s
�a
G�

b �s� �a	

�
	�

���� Warm Standby with Single Repair Facility

Two statistically identical machines ��X� and �Y�	 are working in a
warm standby con�guration sharing a single repair facility working on
an FCFS schedule� If both machines are available� one of the is active
on�line� while the other one is active o��line �spare	� Machine �X� is the
active one and �Y� the spare on the initial condition of the system� An
active machine has constant failure rate �a� while the machine acting
as spare has constant failure rate �b �usually �a � �b	� If the on�line
�o��line	 machine fails� its repair begins immediately and completely
restores it during a random repair time having an arbitrary distribution
function Ga �Gb	� and the other component continues to work on�line�
We assume that the switchover from the active to the spare machine
takes no time� Similarly to the parallel case� when the repair facility
is busy and a second failure occurs� the actions on the last machine to
fail are postponed until the other machine is put back into service�

The MRSPN on Figure ��a	 describes the expected system be�
havior� We can then construct the correspondent reachability graph�
which is reproduced in Figure ��b	� A token in place P� represents
that the machine working as active is in operational condition� When
the active machine fails a token is placed in P�� and then repairs begin
immediately in the failed machine while a switchover to the spare ma�
chine is executed� A token in place P� indicates that the spare machine
is available for switchover� but since we assume that the spare machine
can also fail� we included place P� to capture this situation� Place
P� has a token whenever a switchover has just ocurred and the failed
machine �previous active machine	 is undergoing repairs� This place
has been included to capture the di�erence in distribution functions
associated with repair of active and spare machines�
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Figure � �a	 Petri net of warm standby system� �b	 Reachability graph�
�c	 State transition diagram�

Similarly to the previous case� we observe the occurrence of van�
ishing markings �enclosed by dashed ellipses in the diagram	� This
marking occurs because of the zero time switchover� and is eliminated
when the reduced reachability graph is constructed� Based on the re�
duced reachability graph we constructed the state transition diagram
of Figure ��c	�

De�ne the random sequence Z � fZt
 t � R
g to represent the
system state at any instant� where

Zt �

�����������������
����������������

� if active and spare are working at time t
� if previous active is under repair while spare is

working at time t
� if spare is under repair while active is working

at time t
� if active has failed while the previous active is

under repair at time t
� if active has failed while the spare is under repair

at time t
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Analysis of the resultant �reduced	 reachability graph shows that
Z is an MRGP with an embedded Markov chain de�ned by the states ��
�� and �� We can observe that transitions to states � and � do not cor�
respond to Markov renewal moments� therefore they were represented
by squares in the state transition diagram� Markings � �� �� �� �� � �
and � �� �� �� �� � � �states � and � in the transition diagram	 represent
the failure states of the system one machine has failed when the other
is still undergoing repair�

Once identi�ed as an MRGP� we need to construct the kernel
matrices to �nd the transition probability distributions of Z� Starting
with matrix K�t	� we can identify its structure directly from Figure
��c	

K�t	 �

�
�� � K����t	 K����t	
K����t	 K����t	 �
K����t	 K����t	 �

�
	�

The computation of all the non�zero elements of the global kernel
matrix proceeds similarly to the series and parallel system� Therefore�
we can induce the following global kernel matrix K�t	

�
����

� �a
�a
�b

h
� � e���a
�b�t

i
�b

�a
�b

h
�� e���a
�b�t

i
R t
	 e

��a�dGa�� 	
R t
	



� � e��a�

�
dGa�� 	 �R t

	 e
��a�dGb�� 	

R t
	



�� e��a�

�
dGb�� 	 �

�
			�

Likewise� we can express the local kernel matrix as

E�t	
h
E��t	 E��t	

i

where

E��t	 �

�
�� e���a
�b�t � �

� e��atGc
a�t	 �

� � e��atGc
b�t	

�
	�

E��t	 �

�
���

� �

� � e��at

�
Gc

a�t	 �

�


�� e��at

�
Gc

b�t	

�
		�
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Gc
a�t	 � ��Ga�t	

Gc
b�t	 � ��Gb�t	

The subordinated process starting from state � is similar to the
parallel system example just discussed� The subordinated process start�
ing from state � di�ers a bit because the failure intensity during the
repair of component a is �a while it was �b in the parallel system� hence
we can reach the elements �and all the derivation	 of the �nd row of ma�
tricesE�t	 andK�t	 by substituting �b by �a in the results �derivations	
of the previous section�

���� Numerical Results

For completeness of our analysis� the Markov renewal equations cor�
responding to the selected examples were solved for numerical values�
Deterministic repair�time distribution functions were considered in all
three examples� i�e��

Ga�t	 � u�t� �a	� �a � �

Gb�t	 � u�t� �b	� �b � �

where u�t	 is the unitary step function� Table � summarizes the nu�

merical values for parameters used in the computations� The units are
hours for repair�time �parameters �a and �b	 and hour�� for the failure
rates �parameters �a and �b	� In the standby case� the failure rate of
the spare unit was made lower than the failure rate of the active unit
to characterize the warm standby situation�

A Laplace�Stieltjes transform method was adopted to solve the
Markov renewal equation� which in LST domain becomes

V��s	 � E��s	 �K��s	V��s	

The time domain probabilities were calculated by �rst deriving
the matrix V��s	 using a standard package for symbolic analysis �e�g��
MATHEMATICA	� and then numerically inverting the resulting LST
expressions resorting to the Jagerman�s method���
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Table � Parameters used in the numerical solutions�

example �a �b �a �b

Series System ��� ��� � �
Parallel System ��� ��� � �
Standby System ��� ���� � �

Figures �� �� and �� report availability and performability re�
sults for all examples under the parameters established� Following the
approach used in ��� we also ploted corresponding Markovian system
results� where each deterministic �ring transition was replaced by an
equivalent ���stage Erlang distribution� The Markovian models were
solved using the Stochastic Petri Net Package �SPNP	 introduced in ���

As expected the plots re�ect better availability for the warm
standby system� followed by the parallel system� However� when con�
sidered from the interval power available� the situation reverses� The
series system with repair provides more available power during a given
interval than the parallel or warm standby systems�

�� CONCLUSIONS

An overview of Markov renewal theory was presented to introduce a
promising alternative for the performability analysis of non�Markovian
models� Our emphasis was to clarify the distinction between semi�
Markov and Markov regenerative processes� and to establish a methodi�
cal approach on how to identify and prepare for the solution of problems
involving the mentioned stochastic processes�

Although the development of adequate numerical approaches for
the analysis of these models still require further e�orts� we studied two
approaches for the analytical formulation of systems behavior� and two
methods for their analysis�

The major contribution of this chapter is the didactic structure
adopted to present and discuss performability analysis in the context
of non�Markovian systems� Essential examples of performability anal�
ysis of series� parallel and warm standby systems were elaborated to
show the phases of applications of the introduced theoretical results�
The whole solution process associated with each of the examples was
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described in detail aiming to suggest a methodological approach when
dealing with Markov renewal theory� Stochastic Petri nets were used to
support the analyses of the examples and facilitate their understanding�
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Figure � � Numerical results for the series system�
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Figure 	 � Numerical results for the parallel system with single repair�
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Figure �� � Numerical results for the warm standby system with single

repair�


